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Abstract: Considering the time-varying and complexity of the actual traffic flow, this 

paper firstly introduces the theoretical knowledge of the change point analysis from the 

perspective of non-parametric methods in the case of unknown distribution. Then the 

related change point detection method is introduced. Finally, the dynamic algorithm is 

used to detect and estimate the actual number and position of the actual speed data of 

Beijing Road in Zhangdian District of Zibo City, and a result of troubleshooting the error 

change point is proposed. Finally, analyzed the reasons for the change point. 
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CHANGE POINT THEORY 

Definition and classification of change points: Change point theory is a classic branch of statistics. Its 

basic definition is that in a sequence or process, when a certain statistical characteristic (distribution type, 

distribution parameter) changes at a certain point in time by systemic factors rather than accidental 

factors. We call that point in time the change point. Change point identification is to use statistics or 

statistical methods to estimate the position of the change point [1, 2]. 

Generally speaking, the change point is "the point where one or some of the quantities in the model 

changes suddenly". Common change point models include mean change points (a sudden change in the 

mean value) and regression change points (a sudden change in the regression coefficient) , Probability 

change point (the probability of an event changes suddenly), etc. According to the detection method, the 
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change point problem can be divided into parametric (Parametric) and non-parametric (Non-Parametric) 

change point detection; classified by the detection object, the change point problem can be It is divided 

into the detection of parameter change points in the distribution model and the change point detection of 

the distribution function itself; according to the data classification used, the change point problem can be 

divided into online detection (online data: Online Data) and offline detection (Offline Data: Off line 

Data).[3-6] According to the number of detection change points, the change point problems can be divided 

into single change point detection problems and multiple change point detection problems. Time series 

data sample values are arranged in the order of their appearance time, among which the change point of is 

that at an unknown moment, the moment when the distribution of the sample or other digital 

characteristics suddenly changes is the change point, and this moment is often unknown, so the main 

purpose of the research on the change point in the time series. It is to estimate the number and location of 

the change point, and at the same time often analyze the consistency of the change point estimator, the 

jump degree of the change point, the convergence speed, etc. The following formula is the condition that 

the data obey the change point in the Gaussian distribution. 
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Suppose there is a data set, and each data observation value is independent of each other. If at a certain 

moment, one or some variables in the model suddenly change, that is, there is a time point before which 

the data set conforms to a distribution after this point, the data set conforms to another distribution, then 

this point is the change point of the data set[7,8]. 

 

Figure 1: Change point diagram 

Summary of data anomaly types 

1. Outlier: Given the input time series x, the outliers are timestamp value pairs, where the observed 

value is different from the expected value of the time series. 
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2. Change Point: Given the input time series x, the fluctuation point means that at a certain time 

“t”, its state shows different characteristics from the values before and after “t” on this time 

series. 

3. Breakout: The value at a certain moment in the sequential system is much steeper than the value 

at the previous moment. 

4. Anomalous: Time Series Given a set of time series, the abnormal time series is the part of X that 

is inconsistent with most time series values. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Change Point Detection: Change point detection is generally based on changes in the statistical 

characteristics of the signal sequence. Common statistical characteristics include the mean and variance of 

the previous data, residuals, etc. Obviously, some statistical characteristics will be changed when the 

signal sequence has a mutation. The more intuitive thing is that the mean and variance will change. The 

simplest way is that we can set the threshold reasonably based on this change, and we can determine 

when the threshold is exceeded the mutation occurs[9,10]. 

Classification of change point detection. From the point of view of monitoring purposes, it can be divided 

into mid-event change points (continuous sampling) and post-event change points (fixed samples). The 

former refers to continuously observing a certain random process, stopping the inspection when the 

change point is monitored, and not using future data, mainly used for event warning, the latter detecting 

the position of the past change point from the obtained time series sequence, mainly used for historical 

inspection . From the monitoring content, it is divided into single change point research and multiple 

change point research. Most of the current research focuses on the single change point area, that is, it is 

assumed that there is at most one change point in the time series data studied. However, the actual 

situation generally has multiple change points, which gives rise to the research problem of multiple 

change points. However, in the research stage, most scholars first determine the number of change points 

and then explore the location of the change points, which greatly reduces the research method[11]. 

General search methods for estimating and detecting change points: cumulative sum of squares method, 

least square method, and iterative cumulative sum of squares method, Bayes method, maximum 

likelihood method, local comparison method, wavelet analysis method, etc[12-13. 

Change point detection method 

1. Control chart method CUSUM：CUSUM detects whether the data distribution has changed 

based on the slight deviation of the accumulated data. This is also the oldest and most primitive, 

and is widely used in industrial quality inspection, automatic monitoring, and finance in the 

industry. For example, the monitoring solution used by Ali for the panoramic business platform. 

2. Probability Density Estimation：Probability Density Estimation is for a set of time series, the 

probability density distribution before the change point and after the change point appears will be 

different. 

3. Direct Compute：Because the probability density distribution is difficult to be accurate, it is 

derived that the probability density distribution is not calculated and evaluated, but the difference 

between the probability target distribution before and after a point. For the data before and after a 
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point, some models and algorithms are used You can measure the difference in distribution before 

and after him. The difference of comparison is generally mean, variance, etc. 

4. Probability Method：The Probability Method mainly compares the distribution of change 

points before and after. This part focuses on directly predicting whether a point is a change point. 

The methods used generally include Gaussian Process and Bayesian methods. 

5. Clustering Method：Clustering Method regards the change point as a data set, which is divided 

into many categories according to the time series. 

RESEARCH ON TRAFFIC FLOW CHANGE POINT 

Traffic flow point: The traffic flow change point is "the point where one or some parameters in the 

traffic flow model change suddenly". This change is often connected with the abnormal state of the traffic 

flow, reflecting a certain qualitative change. Such as vehicle breakdowns, traffic accidents and other 

traffic incidents caused by traffic merges or traffic jams[14-16. 

Using the change point analysis method, only the on-site data of traffic flow observations can be extracted 

to make a judgment on the existence of a sudden change, and according to a certain algorithm, the number 

of sudden changes and the specific location of the sudden change (spatial location or time location) can be 

calculated. Point estimation or interval estimation, etc., so as to judge whether there is abnormal traffic 

flow, and implement timely and reasonable guidance through advanced information dissemination 

technology. For various traffic flow parameters, such as flow, speed, lane occupancy, etc., when using 

this method, there is no special requirement for its distribution, and considering that the result of sudden 

change often leads to changes in the distribution of traffic flow parameters and other factors. 

 

Traffic flow data collection

Determine the traffic flow parameters 
involved in the analysis, and establish 
statistical analysis models of change 
points, such as: mean change point 

model, regression change point model, 
probability change point model, etc.; 

select appropriate algorithms, such as: 
least square method, maximum 

likelihood method, Repeated notation, 
Bayes method, partial comparison 

method, etc.

Verdict of change points

Search and solve all change points

Traffic flow status analysis provides 
basis for traffic control and 

guidance

Judgment of whether there is a change 
point (hypothesis, test question)

 

 

Figure 2: Analysis steps of traffic flow point 
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Change point detection of traffic flow: This article introduces a selective investigation of algorithms for 

offline detection of multiple change points in a multivariate time series, using a common structured 

method strategy to organize this huge work. 

 More precisely, the detection algorithm considered in this review has three elements: cost function, 

search method and constraints on the number of changes. Each of these elements is individually 

described, reviewed and discussed. The main algorithm principles described in this article are provided in 

the R package named Man pages for trend in CRAN (Comprehensive R Archive Network). 

The following mainly introduces several algorithms related to change point detection. MK inspection is 

mainly trend detection. Pettitt, Buishand, and SNHT are time series homogeneity tests. Homogeneity 

testing allows you to determine whether a series can be considered homogeneous over time, or whether 

there is a time for change. 

1. MK inspection: The purpose of the Mann-Kendall (MK) test is to statistically evaluate whether 

the variable we are interested in has a monotonous upward or downward trend over time. The MK 

test does not require the data to be normally distributed, nor does it require that the trend of 

change—if it exists—is linear. If there are missing values or values below one or more detection 

limits, MK detection can be calculated, but the detection performance will be adversely affected. 

The independence assumption requires that the time between samples is large enough so that 

there is no correlation between the measured values collected at different times. 

2. Standard Normal Homogeneity Test (SNHT): The SNHT test (standard normal homogeneity 

test) was developed by Alexandersson (1986) to detect changes in a series of rainfall data. The 

test is applied to a series of ratios, comparing the observations at the measuring station with the 

average of several stations. Then standardize the ratio. The Xi series here corresponds to a 

standardized ratio. (Use Monte Carlo resampling to provide p-value). 

3. Pettitt Test：Use Pettitt Test for non-parametric test to test the changes in the central tendency 

of the time series. Pettit's change point detection test statistic is the maximum value of the 

absolute value of the vector, and the approximate probability of the two-sided test is calculated. In 

general, P≤0.5. 

4. Buishand U Test：Buishand U Test test change point detection. The data is a normal random 

variable, and then a model with a single shift (change point) can be proposed, which mainly uses 

the mean and sample standard deviation to detect. 

Program realization of detection method: Because python has a huge open source library, python also 

inherits many functions of the R language package. The following mainly uses the above-mentioned 

Mann-Kendall (MK), Standard Normal Homogeneity Test (SNHT), Pettitt Test, Buishand U on the basis 

of python.  

Test four change-point detection methods to detect and compare the change-points on the evening peak 

speed data of Beijing Road in Zibo City, and analyze the detection results. See the appendix for the 

specific program code. The source data is shown below: 
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Figure 3: Traffic source data of Beijing Road in Zibo City 

Import the above speed into the python program and display it visually. 

 

Figure 4: The results of the program 
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Figure 5: Speed change graph 

 

Figure 6:  Kendall_change_point_detection positive and negative sequence cross graph 

From the above, the obtained change points are 14, 37, 59, 92, 99. However, it can be seen from the 

change trend of the graph that the position of 92 is too much affected by the abnormal point, and the 

position of 99 is on the edge, so the results of the change points at 92 and 99 are not highly reliable. The 

position of the change point of 14, 37, 59 is more accurate based on actual experience. Generally, it is 

affected by the control after traffic absorption or the influence of individual vehicles, which leads to 

obvious changes in subsequent vehicle speeds. 

CONCLUSION 

This article introduces the change-point theory and change-point detection theory that are often used in 

data analysis, and detects and analyzes the changes in the data combined with related traffic flow data. 

First of all, when using the detection algorithm, as shown in the above example, abnormal points and 

jump points have a huge impact on the detection of change points, so the change of jump degree during 

the mutation inspection process should be considered. When the test result shows that the change point 

should exist, but according to the change of the trend chart and actual experience, the possibility of its 
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occurrence is very small, and the corresponding location point should be excluded. In addition, the 

detection and clustering methods of change points have the same effect in the extraction of the continuous 

data law of time series. The clustering method can be further used to verify the detection results. 

Finally, comprehensive use of multiple traffic flow parameters, multiple detection algorithms, and 

strengthen the comprehensive utilization of data from various stations on the road network, increase the 

analysis of data from multiple perspectives such as time and space (if conditions permit). It is an effective 

way to improve the level of traffic flow mutation analysis. 
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